
 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The Southeast Asian cuisine of the Philippines brims with distinctive sweet, sour, and meaty flavors and strong Spanish and Chinese 
influences that date back over five centuries. There’s pork galore from practically all parts of the pig, fermented fish paste dubbed 
bagoong, seafood in sinigang (sour, citrus-spiked broth), and smokily marinated, grilled meat. Yet it isn’t nearly as ubiquitous in NYC 
as other cuisines from the same region, like Thai and, to a lesser degree, Vietnamese fare. But the crop of Filipino spots around town 
don’t disappoint.  

Some are in a stretch of Woodside near Roosevelt Ave. that’s known as Little Manilla, while Jersey City has a concentration of Filipino 
restaurants, fast food imports, and supermarkets, and the East Village has a number of options, too. At most of these places there’s 
sisig, a beloved pork dish incorporating myriad pig parts into one dish, complete with crackly skin and ear nubs (with lots of alternate 
takes, like milkfish or chicken). Another menu standard? Halo halo, the whimsical shaved ice dessert dramatically layered with things 
like jackfruit, evaporated milk, nota de coco (aka coconut gel), crunchy rice flakes, and coconut flakes, topped with vibrant ice cream 
made from ube, or purple yam. 
 

Ahead, a dozen Filipino spots around town to hit up for barbecue, ube confections, and more. 

1. Papa's Kitchen 

37-07 83rd Street 
Jackson Heights, NY 11372 

A welcoming spot in Woodside that’s been around since 2012, Papa’s Kitchen has a homey vibe and a unique add-on usually not 
accompanied by good food: karaoke. The minuscule place offers a large-format option, dubbed salu salo sa bilao and priced at just 
$35 per person, that has to be reserved in advance. The chef’s selection of dishes might include tuna belly, pork sausage, ukoy fritters, 
and much more. 

 

ALSO FEATURED IN: 

• 50 Cheap Eats Destinations in NYC 

• 60 Cheap Eats Destinations You Should Know About in NYC 

 

https://www.splendidtable.org/story/filipino-food-a-cuisine-of-many-influences
https://www.eater.com/2018/5/24/17376180/shave-ice-shaved-ice-kakigori-dessert-bao-bing-halo-halo
https://ny.eater.com/maps/best-cheap-eats-nyc?source=recirclink
https://ny.eater.com/maps/cheap-eats-nyc-mapped?source=recirclink


 

It's time to update the Queens Heatmap, a guide to new and recently reviewed restaurants in the mighty borough of 
Queens. Here are the places that the critics, bloggers, and restaurant obsessives are buzzing about right now. 

Added in May: Papa’s Kitchen 

For a list of NYC’s most essential restaurants — both old and new — check out the Eater 38, and for the hottest 
restaurants in Manhattan and Brooklyn, just click on over. 

9. Papa's Kitchen 

3707 83rd St 
Jackson Heights, NY 11372 

Co-owner and culinary director Maribeth Roa has moved this Filipino favorite to a new space in Jackson Heights, bringing 
food from Manila and the region of Bicol. Dishes include “a series of marvelous silogs (a portmanteau made from Tagalog 
words referring to garlic fried rice and eggs),” according to Eater critic Robert Sietsema, as well as chicken adobo, fried 
milkfish, and crisp fried pork belly served with vinegar and pork liver dipping sauces, pictured. 

Fried pork belly Robert Sietsema/Eater  

http://ny.eater.com/maps/best-new-york-restaurants-38
http://ny.eater.com/maps/best-new-new-york-restaurants-heatmap
http://ny.eater.com/maps/best-new-brooklyn-restaurants-heatmap
https://ny.eater.com/2019/5/2/18523008/papa-s-kitchen-jackson-heights-glorias-taqueria-jersey-city-gyro-96


 

 

 

 

 Keen observers of culinary trends might have noticed the signs: the photos of sizzling sisig showing up in Instagram feeds; the 2012 declaration from 

Bizarre Foods host Andrew Zimmern that Filipino food is “the next big thing”; the Smorgasburg stands and underground-supper-club dinners serving 

cuisine from the Philippines. 

 

It seems New Yorkers are finally ready for Filipino food, which has long languished in the shadow of Thai, Indian, Chinese, and other Asian standbys. 

Once, the restaurants that did open here—in places where the expat community lived (Woodside), worked (Manhattan’s East Side hospital corridor, a 

result of heavy health-care-industry recruitment), or docked (Red Hook, where the short-lived Philly Pinoy catered to crew arriving at the Brooklyn 

Cruise Terminal)—flew mostly under the radar of non-Pinoys (i.e., Filipinos). 

 

Granted, mainstream America might consider the cuisine an acquired taste. “Most of the things we liked about it were stinky, saucy, and sour,” says 

Amy Besa, who, with her husband, Romy Dorotan, opened the pioneering, contemporary Filipino-centric Cendrillon in Soho in 1995. By the time the 

couple relocated to Ditmas Park, where they opened Purple Yam in 2009, they had company: King Phojanakong, whose Kuma Inn and Umi Nom 

display the chef’s Thai and Filipino ancestry; those restaurants were soon joined by Maharlika, whose owners present traditional foods in stylishly hip 

East Village surroundings. (The community might be small, but it’s tightly knit; many of these restaurateurs have jointly organized benefits and fund-

raisers in the aftermath of Typhoon Haiyan.) 

 

It’s possible that Filipino food has struggled to define itself precisely because it’s inherently a fusion of culinary influences, both familiar and exotic: 

Chinese (pancit, or noodles; soy sauce), Spanish (pork; the tapas tradition), and native Pacific Islander (roots and tubers) among them. And in many 

cases, New York chefs have gone one step further, sneaking in Filipino staples alongside other Asian or even Western fare. If you have yet to acquaint 

yourself with the characteristically tart, sour, and fermented flavor palate, now’s the time. Here, the latest wave of Filipino chefs and restaurants to 

bring New York their versions, interpretive or traditional, of the perpetual next “next big thing.” 

 

Papa’s Kitchen 

65-40 Woodside Ave., Woodside; 347-724-9586 

Woodside has for decades been home to Filipino bakeries, restaurants, 

and groceries like Phil-Am Food Mart and continues to welcome new 

ventures, like a branch of fast-food chain Jollibee or this cozy newcomer. 

It attracts a dedicated crowd for its karaoke sing-alongs and its 

traditional—and affordable—plates like palabok (rice noodles with a 

shrimp sauce) and kaldereta, or beef stew. 

 
          Courtesy of The NY Times 

 

 

 

*This article originally appeared in the December 16, 2013 issue of New York Magazine. 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

The 10 Best Restaurants in Sunnyside 

and Woodside, 2015 

by ALANNA SCHUBACH 

August 12, 2014  

 

 

9. Papa’s Kitchen (65-40 Woodside Avenue, 347-724-9586) 

Woodside’s Little Manila enclave comprises a number of Filipino restaurants, shops, and groceries, but Papa’s Kitchen is the 

only place where you can belt out your best rendition of “Purple Rain” while waiting for your meal. Karaoke is taken seriously in 

the Philippines, but the mood is relaxed in this teeny, family-owned spot. Filipino cuisine’s roots come from culinary traditions of 

Southeast Asia, Spain, and the U.S., and that makes for bold and complex flavors, evident in the items here. Laing reminds a bit 

of Indian saag in appearance, but is in fact made with taro leaves, coconut milk, and crab. Dynamite lumpia are spring rolls filled 

with pork and jalapeño, and chicken adobo, likely the best-known Filipino food, is braised in vinegar, soy sauce, and garlic — its 

resulting sauce is a singularly delicious byproduct. 

https://www.villagevoice.com/author/alannaschubach/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


